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The Spread of English
More ESL and EFL speakers than NS
 World Englishes
 ELF
Overshadowed: intrusion of English in given languages
• lexical borrowing
• overshadowed despite long tradition: e.g. Dünger 1899
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Explaining Variation in the Success of Anglicisms
• What is the likelihood of borrowing English lexeme A in 
language Y? (type-based; cf. typology)
• Once borrowed, how successful will an anglicism be?
- methodological issues in corpus-based anglicism research
- case study: English Person Reference Nouns in Dutch 
(pilot study: Zenner 2010)
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to explain variation
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Data
Typically manual extraction
 severe limitation on manageable corpus size
e.g. Yang (1990) working with index cards
Lexical Variation requires large corpora
(see e.g. Geeraerts 2010)
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Needed:
larger corpora
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Success of anglicisms = raw frequency (# tokens)
1. topic specificity: no topical balance in corpora








Dutch Wikipedia: Mozart’s biography
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Raw Frequency: Example
Dutch Wikipedia: Steve Job’s biography
ISLE (Boston, MA), June 2011
Success Measure
Success of anglicisms = raw frequency (# tokens)
1. topic specificity: no topical balance in corpora
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Success of anglicisms = raw frequency (# tokens)
1. topic specificity: no topical balance in corpora
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loanword?
 needed: more reliable success measure
 profile-based method (Geeraerts et al. 1999; Speelman 2003)
Profile-based method

















zoom in on the anglicism: define the success of an anglicism as
the relative preference for the anglicism vis-à-vis existing synonymous 
expressions
relative frequency 44% 56%












 what features explain variation in the success-rate of a set of 
anglicisms?
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Limited attention for explaining variation
• typically measured: impact of POS
(clines of borrowability; Whitney 1881)
• mentioned, without objective operationalization
• necessary vs. luxury: lexical gap?
webmaster vs. manager
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• core vocabulary: more resistant
Following the line of Cognitive Sociolinguistics
• expand parameters: 
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Needed
introduce inferential statistical methods that take the combined 
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Two Dutch newspaper corpora (parsed, lemmatised)
- TwNC Netherlandic Dutch 1999-2002 300 million words
- LeNC Belgian Dutch 1999-2005 1.3 billion words
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selection of 150 English PRN 
occurring in Dutch:
• lexicographical sources
• automatic matching of all
hyponyms of "person" in 

























items with maximal equivalence 
and interchangeability













no blind trust in lexicography
 10 different lex.sources
 results from WSM














babyboomer – boomer – geboortegolver 
babysitter – babysit – kinderoppas
backpacker – rugzakker – rugzaktoerist 
bitch – cunt – teef – feeks – kreng – kutwijf – secreet 
copycat – na-aper – nabootser
foodie – culi
freak[fan] – fanatiekeling – fanaticus – fanaat
freak[weird] – weirdo – zonderling – excentriekeling
goalgetter – goaltjesdief – doelpuntenmachine







merchandiser – verkoopadviseur – verkoopstrateeg
trader – beurshandelaar
workaholic – werkverslaafde - arbeidsmaniak




















• Proper names 
(Chicago Bears)
• Lexicalized Compounds 
(freak show)
• Longer stretches of English













• manually: polysemous items 
















• manually: polysemous items 
with reasonable frequency   
(chicken)
• semi-automatically or exluced: 
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81% 19% 29% 7% 64%
How to explain variation in these success rates?
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Influential Features
word-related features conceptual features extra-linguistic feature
Length Lexical Field RL Region
Era Borrowing RL Concept Frequency RL Register
SL Frequency First Lexicalisation? RL Year
Travel Time
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Influential Features
word-related features conceptual features extra-linguistic feature
Length Lexical Field RL Region
Era Borrowing RL Concept Frequency RL Register
First Lexicalisation? RL Year
Era: when was the loanword introduced in 
Dutch? (ageing based on >50 lexicogr. sources)
Length: is the anglicism the 
shortest equivalent?
<1945            well-established?      dandy
1945-1989     WW II effect?            babyboomer
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Influential Features
word-related features conceptual features extra-linguistic feature
Length Lexical Field RL Region
Era Borrowing RL Concept Frequency RL Register
First Lexicalisation? RL Year
Lexical Field: 
Anglo-American orientation?
RL Concept Frequency: how well entrenched
is the concept in RL? (~ core vocabulary?)
Media & IT          Social Life                     
hacker teenager
Sports & Lesiure  Deviance
golfer               bitch
Making Money
marketeer
∑ frequencies lexicalisations in our corpus
(logged to neutralize extremes)
e.g. sniper
= ∑ sniper + scherpschutter + sluipschutter
= ∑ 29 + 419 + 586 = 1034
log (1034) = 6.94
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Influential Features
word-related features conceptual features extra-linguistic feature
Length Lexical Field RL Region
Era Borrowing RL Concept Frequency RL Register
First lexicalisation? RL Year
First lexicalisation: does the 
anglicism fill a lexical gap?
YES         scriptgirl
~ necessary anglicism
NO           soulmate
~ luxury anglicism
1709 1851 1921 2001
zielsvriend zielsverwant zielsgenoot soulmate
scriptgirl regieassistente
1940     1984 
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Influential Features
word-related features conceptual features extra-linguistic feature
Length Lexical Field RL Region
Era Borrowing RL Concept Frequency RL Register
First Lexicalisation? RL Year
RL Register: RL Region: RL Year: 
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Regression Analyses
Dependent variable: success of the anglicism
- in order to include lectal variation: 6 measuring points
- problem with %: heavy tails due to cap at 0 and 1
• for linear model: transform to log(odds)  (without 0/1-cases)
• for generalized linear model: use proportional odds
One MP per subcorpus: split out for (1) region; (2) register; (3) year
measuring point freq. hacker conc.freq angl.perc
hacker BD POP   9902 1000 1099 91%
hacker BD QUAL 9902 1343 1421 95%
hacker BD POP   0305 335 365 92%
hacker BD QUAL 0305 619 646 96%
hacker ND POP   9902 767 833 92%
hacker ND QUAL 9902 578 620 93%
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Regression Analyses
Dependent variable: success of the anglicism
- in order to include lectal variation: 6 measuring points
- problem with %: heavy tails due to cap at 0 and 1
• for linear model: transform to log(odds)  (without 0/1-cases)
• for generalized linear model: use proportional odds
One MP per subcorpus: sometimes 0% success for anglicism
ISLE (Boston, MA), June 2011
measuring point freq. winger conc.freq angl.perc
winger BD POP   9902 26 267 10%
winger  BD QUAL 9902 5 38 13%
winger BD POP   0305 28 249 11%
winger BD QUAL 0305 0 66 0%
winger ND POP   9902 0 420 0%
winger ND QUAL 9902 0 315 0%
Regression Analyses
Dependent variable: success of the anglicism
- in order to include lectal variation: 6 measuring points
- problem with %: heavy tails due to cap at 0 and 1
• for linear model: transform to log(odds)  (without 0/1-cases)




Distribution Success Rates - PERCENTAGE
(0% and 100% excluded)
Distribution Success Rates - LOG(ODDS)
(0% and 100% excluded)
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Dependent variable: success of the anglicism
Independent variables: factors described above
Random variable:  concept 
needed to take into account multiple measuring points
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Presented here: main effects only
fixed only R²: 34.6%
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Estim. Std.Err z-value Pr(>|z|)
(Intercept) 5.170 0.990 5.22 <0.0001 ***
RL concept frequency (log) -0.617 0.131 -4.72 <0.0001 *** 
First Lexicalisation: Y (vs. N) -0.498 0.294 -1.69 <0.1 .
Era 1945-1989 (vs. <1945) -0.012 0.224 -0.05 NS
Era >1989 (vs. <1989) -0.492 0.125 -3.93 <0.0001 ***
Anglicism ≠ shortest equi (vs.shortest) -0.494 0.275 -1.80 <0.1 .
Lexfield = sports/recr (vs.media/IT) -0.299 0.734 -0.41 NS
Lexfield = money (vs.media/IT) -1.514 0.671 -2.26 <0.05 ***
Lexfield = social (vs. media/IT) -1.580 0.665 -2.38 <0.05 ***
Lexfield = deviance (vs. media/IT) -1.608 0.651 -2.47 <0.05 ***


































less success for loanword
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adjusted R² for simple linear regression: 0.162
correlation coef cor.test(): -0.405
high concept frequency
low success rate
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YES:
scriptgirl (regieassistente)
webmaster (webbeheerder / ...)
NO:
soulmate (zielsvriend / ...)
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Why Large Impact of Concept Frequency?
0
5























effect concept frequency on shortest ==  Y
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adjusted R² for simple linear regression: 0.269








simple linear regression model not significant
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assessing the impact 
of predictors:







– reliable success measure
– fleshing out effects to verify robustness
Results
– strongest effect for the conceptual parameters
– attenuation: importance of interactions
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– also: associations between predictors
Future
– expand lectal variation: register (also impact on region)?
– semasiological study on concepts with vague items
(e.g. designer – ontwerper – vormgever)
For more information:
http://wwwling.arts.kuleuven.be/qlvl
eline.zenner@arts.kuleuven.be
